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Context
• The technologies discussed represent a summary of

those presented to the Decadal Survey panels and
committee in community white papers and
presentations
– different communities identified technologies required to

achieve their scientific goals (with some overlap)
• OPAG
• MEPAG and Mars Program Office
• VEXAG
• SBAG

• Presentation styles differed
• Technologies are often based on ‘design reference

missions’ commissioned by NASA and the community.
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Outer Planet Technologies
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• Tall pole technologies
• Defined as key technologies that require significant

development
• Sample acquisition and encapsulation (MAX-C)
• Mars ascent vehicle (MSR lander)
• Back planetary protection (MSR orbiter)

• Other key challenges
• Round trip planetary protection (MAX-C)
• Mobility capability (MAX-C and MSR fetch rover)
• Terrain-relative descent navigation (MAX-C and MSR lander)
• Rendezvous and sample capture (MSR orbiter)

Multi-element MSR Campaign Technologies

Mars Technologies
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Target Requirements
Consistent with MEPAG Next Decade Science Analysis Group (ND-SAG)

Science
– Acquire~ 20 rock cores with dimension

approximately 1 cm wide by 5 cm long
– Store and seal samples in individual

tubes
– Provide capability to reject a sample

after acquisition
– Measure the sample volume or mass

with 50% accuracy

Engineering
– System mass to be ~30kg

• Includes robotic arm

– Sample on slopes up to 25 degrees
– Sample from a ~300kg rover Examples of acceptable samples

Sample Acquisition and Encapsulation
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• Round trip planetary protection (MAX-C)
– Objective: Avoid false positive life detection
– Approach: Clean assembly, bio-barrier, analytical tool to

compute overall probability of contamination

• Mobility capability (MAX-C and MSR fetch rover)
– Objectives: Increase average rover speed and develop

lighter/smaller motor controller
– Approach: Use FPGAs as co-processors and develop

distributed motor control

• Terrain-relative descent navigation (MAX-C and
MSR lander)

– Objective: Improved landing robustness
– Approach: Use terrain-relative navigation approach for

avoiding landing hazards. Leverage NASA ALHAT project

• Rendezvous and sample capture (MSR orbiter)
– Objective: Locate, track, rendezvous, and capture OS in

Mars orbit
– Approach: Update system design, develop testbeds, and

perform tests. Leverage Orbital Express capability

Other Key Challenges for Mars Missions
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Technology Development Needs
• surface sample acquisition

system at high temperatures
and pressures

• requires development for
NASA

TRL 2 to 3  Priority HIGH
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VFM sample acquisition system concept Rotating Pressure Vessel (VDRM)Rotating Pressure Vessel (VDRM)
Technology Development Needs
• full scale design and testing

needed
• with a driver motor and
• mounted sampling system

TRL 2  Priority HIGH

Technologies For Future Venus Missions
High Priority TechnologiesHigh Priority Technologies

Surface Sample Acquisition & Handling (VDRM)Surface Sample Acquisition & Handling (VDRM)
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RuggedRugged--Terrain Landing (VDRM)Terrain Landing (VDRM)
Technology Development Needs
• design and test a landing system
• accounting for a large variety of

unknown landing hazards
• using parachutes

TRL 2  Priority HIGH
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VFM lander with outriggers

Venus Test Facility  (VDRM)Venus Test Facility  (VDRM)

• large test chamber doesn’t exist
• full scale in situ elements testing

(probe/lander)
• transient conditions and composition

TRL 2 to 6  Priority HIGHSmall JPL Venus environmental chamber
for testing materials and components
(with window and electrical ports)

Technologies For Future Venus Missions
High Priority TechnologiesHigh Priority Technologies
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VEXAG Conclusions & RecommendationsVEXAG Conclusions & Recommendations
• VEXAG recommends investments in key technologies to enable future

Venus missions.
• The highest priority technology items, in line with the VDRM, are:

• a sample acquisition and handling system,
• a rotating pressure vessel,
• a rugged-terrain landing system, and
• a large scale Venus test chamber facility.

• A future Venus Flagship Mission could be further enhanced by
– longer operating lifetimes on the surface.

• For this, development of additional technologies are needed, including
• a Venus specific Radioisotope Power System, coupled with active

cooling
• high temperature tolerant components

(e.g., sensors, actuators, and electronics)
• Other mission architectures could be enabled by technologies for

• Seismometry; metallic bellows for near surface mobility; and
a multi-balloon system for a future Venus sample return mission
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Small Bodies Technology RecommendationsSmall Bodies Technology Recommendations

Primitive Bodies technology requirements vary with destination
• For primitive bodies such as comets and asteroids, the

technologies required relate to the type of object studied and the
mission scenario that enables the discoveries.  For NEO
Sampling, need
– deployable assets (e.g., penetrators, rovers) for microgravity

environments.
• Technologies for Main Belt Asteroids and Trojans investigations

center on:
– propulsion,
– telecommmunications
– Sensing and landing packages,
– proximity operations
– sampling mechanisms.
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Small Bodies Technology RecommendationsSmall Bodies Technology Recommendations

• The strategy for Comet Exploration involves a strong technology
development program that can enable sampling from depth in
the nucleus, improved in situ analysis, and the return of nucleus
material to Earth. Improvements should be developed
– in S/C power systems,
– propulsion technologies,
– low power/lightweight instruments, including those that probe

structure of the nucleus.

• The small satellites missions require new technologies in:
– propulsion,
– sensing,
– guidance and control,
– sampling
– autonomy
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Small Bodies Technology RecommendationsSmall Bodies Technology Recommendations

• The exploration strategy for the Ice Dwarf Planets would hasten
development of mission-enabling technology in areas similar to
the outer planet technology recommendations:
– Electric power - ASRGs,
– 238Pu production;
– Navigation - long distance ranging, autonomous GN&C;
– Low mass flight systems and instruments and maintaining

very deep space communications capabilities.
• Centaurs and TNOs missions require improved power systems

for outer-SS trips.
– Nuclear power would facilitate multi-object missions.

• Interplanetary Dust investigations require development of
technologies for :
– IDP collection and analysis and instruments that can monitor

and accurately measure the zodiacal light.
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Summary of AG Recommendations

Technologies required vary considerably with
mission destination. Critical items are:
• development of power and propulsion systems that

can take experiments to the far reaches of the solar
system

• development of capabilities to ensure Mars samples
can be returned to Earth safely

• Development of ‘program’ specific technologies
including in situ technologies that can enable
experiments on Titan, Venus, small bodies and
eventually Europa.

• Aerocapture and planetary probe technologies also
need to be advanced in order to provide a wider
range of mission concepts to the scientific community
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Additional Recommendation being considered outside
of the AG’s.

• Although none of the community assessment groups have high-lighted the
need to re-develop nuclear reactors for space applications, it is clear that this is
an alternative path in the event that 238Pu production is not immediately
forthcoming.

• Small nuclear fission reactors, using 235U rather than 238Pu are feasible for many
robotic missions and recent developments in thermoelectric technology should
allow simpler and more mass-efficient design.

• Use of such a reactor could enable more capable missions and allow use of
electric propulsion at extreme solar distances, which could facilitate rendezvous
and orbit insertion and possibly increase delivered mass for many missions.

• In addition, it could obviate the need for gravity assists to outer planets and
provide frequent launch opportunities.

• Nuclear thermal propulsion, using hydrogen as the working fluid, is also being
considered for the manned mission to Mars and if we see robotic exploration as
a first step toward combined human-robotic exploration then the development
of high Isp, high thrust propulsion is also required.
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